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Estimation of radiation doses to the soft tissues from internally-

Ra is relevant to an investigation of soft-tissue

malignancies in radium-exposed persons being conducted at the Center

for Human Radiobiology. Alpha-particle doses in a 50-year period
ope 99ft

following a single injection of Ra or Ra are presented for 31
soft tissues and organs of the adult human. The dose estimates were derived

deposited Ra and

from the ICRP alkaline earth model fitted to data on retention of
oocj 99fi

Ra in soft tissues and bone, combined with reported ratios of Ra

to Ca in soft tissue and bone at natural levels and the distribution of

Ca in the tissues of Reference Man (ICRP23).
The median of the 31 organ and tissue doses from the a-particles

226
of Ra itself is 0.08 rad per injected uCi. An additional average

ooc 99fi

dose of 0.01 rad per yCi Ra injected is delivered by Ra daughter

products produced in soft tissue or transferred from bone to soft tissue.
Soft-tissue doses from a-particles of the

226.

228Ra decay series are about

six times those from Ra or-particles for equal injected activities of

"'Ra and "" Ra, with the assumption that Ra daughter products

do not transfer from the organ in which they are produced.

The 50-year dose to the red marrow of bone from a-particles

originating in bone is 0.55 rad per uCi Ra injected and 1.0 rad per
228uCi Ra injected. For ingestion by dial painters of luminous com-

99fi 99ft

pound containing Ra or Ra with a daughter-to-parent activity

ratio of 0.5, the dose to the mucosal layer of the lower large intestine

from a-particles originating in the gut contents is about 0.1 rad per

uCi systemic intake of Ra or Ra.
CISTWBUTiOH 2F THIS DOCUMENT IS UNLIMITED
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INTRODUCTION

Malignancies of bone and of tissues adjacent to bone are well-

known sequelae of the injection or ingestion of radium,which is deposited

principally in bone. In recent years, an elevated incidence of pathology

of organs other than bone has been reported in beagle dogs injected with
one

Ra (Re60,Ta72) and in humans who acquired internal deposits of

radium through occupation or medical treatment (Ad80,Sp78). This

paper presents estimates of alpha-particle dose to human soft tissues
from internally-deposited Ra and " Ra. The soft-tissue dosimetry is

relevant to a study of the health-effects of radium being conducted at

the Center.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The ICRP alkaline earth model (ICRP73) provides retention functions

for radium in human bone and soft tissue. These functions were fitted

22K

by Schlenker et al. (Sc81) to data on the retention of Ra in soft

tissues and bone of radium dial painters and of persons who were ad-

ministered radium for medical or experimental purposes. The fits of

Schlenker et al. required a change to be made in the values of one inde-

pendent parameter and several dependent parameters of the alkaline earth

model. The changes resulted in a decrease in the time integrals of

retention of radium in soft tissue and an increase in the time integrals

of retention in bone.

The scarcity of data on retention of radium in separate organs at



short times after intake precluded the determination of a separate re -

tention function for each organ. Data are available, however, to

enable us to estimate separate time integrals of retention of radium in

the organs and tissues.
Natural 226Ra in Soft Tissues 2 2 -

Schlenker et al. (Sc81) noted that the ratio of Ra to calcium

in soft tissue relative to that in bone predicted by the revised parameter values

of the alkaline earth model under equilibrium conditions was -

similar;'-fibL^that observed at natural levels in adult human organs and in foetal

soft tissue by Rajewsky et al. (Ra65). The distributions of the heavier

stable alkaline earths (Ca, Sr, Ba) among the organs and tissues of

Reference Man (ICRP75) are highly correlated. The soft-tissue fractions

of the total body contents of Ca, Sr, and Ba in Reference Man summarized

by Schlenker et al. (Sc81), when multiplied by the corresponding infinite

time integrals of whole-body retention obtained from the alkaline earth

model (ICRP73, Sc8i), yield infinite time integrals of soft-tissue reten-

tion of 10.2, 9.4, and 8.1 days for Ca, Sr, and Ba, respectively, similar

226
to the revised value of 9.1 days for Ra (Sc81).

From these observations, we concluded that the calcium contents of

226
the tissues of Reference Man and the data on natural Ra in adult

human tissues reported by Rajewsky et al. (Ra65) and by Hursh and

Lovaas (Hu63) could be used to obtain reliable radiation dose estimates.

The natural Ra data are set out in Table 1.
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Discrimination between Ra and Ca in Soft Tissue
226

If we assume that the natural Ra content of the body is
equilibrated with the daily dietary intake of Ra, the ratio p of

Ra to calcium in an organ or tissue relative to that in bone at

natural levels can be expressed as

rCa, \ / f0 d t Rtissue \ <J,+,oone 1/ 1 Y tissue
O 1 °

where Ca, is the Reference-Man calcium contentbone
3

of bone (10 g),

Ca.,. is the Reference-Man calcium content of the
tissue

organ or tissue,

R,. is the single-injection retention function
tissue y J

for Ra in the tissue,

R, is the single-injection retention function for
bone

Ra in bone,

<b.. . is the discrimination factor for radiumtissue

relative to calcium from blood to the tissue,

and a) is the discrimination factor for radium relative to

calcium from blood to bone.

The equivalence of p and <J> w is not exact because there is a
22(5

small difference in the effect of radioactive decaTr of Ra on the

values of the infinite-time integrals of R
t - s s u e an d Rhone* We sha11
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use p as an estimate of the relative discrimination factor, i . e . , the

radium-to-calcium discrimination factor from blood to the tissue relative

to that from blood to bone.

Estimates of p for seven adult organs and for foetal soft tissue

226
were obtained by normalizing the Ra to calcium ratios of Rajewsky

226et al. (Ra65) to their ratios of Ra to calcium in bone (column 5 of

Table 1). These estimates of p are listed in column 4 of Table 2.

Estimates of p for adipose tissue and for heart were derived from the

values of p for those organs (reference organs) in Table 1 that were

sampled both by Rajewsky et al. and by Hursh and Lovaas (Hu63).

These estimates, listed in columns 5 and 6 of Table 2 opposite the

reference organs on which the estimates were based, were calculated

from the relative specific activities, relative Reference-Man calcium

contents, and relative Reference-Man wet weights of adipose tissue or

heart and the reference organs. The relative standard errors of the

individual values of p for adipose tissue and heart are those of the

specific activities of the reference organs. The overall standard error

of 'p for adipose tissue or heart was obtained by propagating the rela-

tive standard error of the weighted mean of p and the relative standard

error of the specific activity of adipose tissue or heart.

The nine organs and tissues in Table 2 weigh a total of 45.8 kg

(75% of the total Reference-Man soft-tissue weight) and contain 1.43 g

calcium (51% of the total Reference-Man soft-tissue calcium). The total
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soft-tissue weight of Reference Man used here is 61.3 kg {65 kg

minus 3.7 kg blood lest at dissection) and the total soft-tissue calcium

content is 2.8 g (3 g minus 0.2 g in blood lost at dissection). The

arithmetic mean of the nine values of p is 23 ± 4 (S.E.) ; the geometric

mean is 21 with a geometric standard deviation of 1.67. For the com-

bined mass of the nine organs and tissues, p is 22. These values are

in remarkable agreement with the total soft-tissue value p f obtained

from the revised parameter values of the alkaline earth model (Sc81),

which, from Eq. 1, is

-.3 _ ^_ \ ^
Jsoft - V 2 - 8 fir Ca / \ 141 day /

103 g Ca \ / 9 . 1 day \ _
s C / \ l 4 T d ? ; -P™«r* ^ \ O Q „ r*~ I I I>T ^ ^ . . J ~ 23 . (2/

Estimates of the discrimination factor d>.. for radium relative
tissue

to calcium from blood to the organ or tissue can be obtained from

Eq. 1, where w has the value 1.44 (Sc81). For total soft tissue,

•soft * <Psoft)<«> = (23)(1 .44)=33.
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Mean Residence Tiroes _
The mean residence time T of Ra in a tissue or organ in an

infinite time after a single introduction of Ra to blood (systemic

intake) is expressed by the transposition of Eq. 1,

L ) „ p . fotiBBuA
\ -/tissue- t i S S U e \Cabone / 'o ****»• (3>

where (T_j = C d t R t iS S U e '
'tissue

Cabone = 1C)3g

and / " d t R b o n e = 141 days (Sc81).

Estimation of the mean residence time (T.). . of a radium isotope
t tissue ^

in a tissue at t yr after a systemic intake requires that the biologic re-

tention function for radium in the tissue be known. We shall assume

that each organ or tissue follows the same time-variation of fractional

retention as the total soft tissue, so that

«) "(r)
tis °°'s

( ) (-)
tiss °°'soft x 'tissue
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where (T-JT^) f . is the ratio of the mean residence times of the

radium isotope in total soft tissue at t yr and at infinite time.

228For a systemic intake of Ra, which does not emit alpha

particles, the mean residence time of its decay product, Th, is relevant
228

to alpha-particle dosimetry. Retention functions for Th produced in

the body from the decay of Ra were provided by Schlenker

et al. (Sc81). These retention functions were derived from the alkaline
228

earth model for radium with the assumption that Th does not t rans-

locate from the organ or tissue in which it is produced.

. Values of (T ) ,. following systemic intakes of Ra and Ra
are listed in Table 3. The mean residence time of 228Th in a tissue at

228
t yr after a systemic intake of Ra can be expressed in terms of the
mean residence time of Ra, so that

(T (228Th)

"426 ) * (5)

T t(
Z^6Ra) / s o f t

Dose Estimation

The alpha-particle dose D (mrad) at t yr after a systemic
intake Q of 1 uCi of a radionuclide can be expressed as

Dt = a Q F E T M"1 (6)

where a = 51.2 kg-mrad per MeV-uCi-day,

F is the average fraction of energy absorbed in the target

tissue from radiation arising in the source tissue,.
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E is the alpha-particle energy (MeV) associated

with each transformation of the radionuclide,

M is the Reference-Man wet weight (kg) of the

target tissue,

and T. is the mean residence time (days) of Q in

the source tissue at t y r .

For the dose to an organ or tissue from alpha particles originating in

that organ or tissue, F in Eq. 6 is assumed to have the value 1. For

22.fi

Ra, it was assumed that virtually all radon atoms produced in soft

tissues are exhaled, so that E in Eq. 6 has the value 4.77 MeV, the

energy of the Ra alpha particle. The dosimetry of radon ( Rn)
210

transferred from bone to soft tissue and of its decay-product, Po,

produced in soft tissue or transferred from bone are treated separately,

and are discussed later.

RESULTS

Estimates were made of T and D at 50 yr after single systemicintakes of 1 uCi Ra and " " R a for 26 tissues for which Reference-Man

226
calcium contents were available. Values of T,._ for Ra were obtained

from Eq. 4 by substituting 9.00 days and 9.06 days (Table 3) for (T )
L SOXX

and (T ) , , respectively, and the right side of Eq. 3 for (T ) ,
00 SOIT T1SSU6

so that

(T50>tIsaue = ^ t i s s u e ' ( 1 " 4 X 1 0 " 4 d a y / m g C a ) <C a t issuem g ) ' {7>
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Values of D™ were obtained by combining Eq. 6 and 7, so that

(D50>tissue = t i s s u e * { 0 ' 0 3 4 ^rad-kg-mg"1) ( C a ^ m g ) ( M ^ ^ k g ) - 1 (8)
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For the nine organs and tissues cl Table 2 for which individual

estimates of p were available, the appropriate individual value of p was

used in Eq. 7 and 8. For the remaining organs, the average soft-

tissue value of 23 obtained from Eq.. 2 was used.

For Ra, values of 1' Kn were obtained from Eq. 5 and the mean

residence times in Table 3, so that

228 . _ (7.76 daysW
{ T h ) " \"9.00days/\

0.862 T50(226Ra> . (9)

It was assumed that there is no translocation of the decay-products

228of Ra from the organ or tissue where they are produced, so that E in

Eq, 6 has the value 31.9 MeV, the total alpha-particle energy associated

228 228

with each transformation of Th. Provisional values of D ^ for Ra

were obtained from the expression

,228 _ / 31.9 MeV \ / 2 2 6 p a u -
D50 ( R a ) " [4.77 MeV) ( 0 - 8 6 2 ) [ D50 ( R a ) 1 ~

5.76 D50(226Ra) . (10)

The results of the evaluations of Eq. 7, 8, and 10 are Get out in
residence time

Table 4. The values of Ca content, wet weight, and mean / for "other

soft tissues" in Table 4 were obtained by difference between the entries

for total soft tissue and the sums of the entries for the 26 tissues with

known calcium contents. The entries for "other soft tissues" imply a value
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of abput 26 for the relative discrimination factor p, only slightly above

the soft-tissue average of 23.'

For the aorta and kidney, the. values of calcium content were

estimated for age 20 yr, about the average at time of employ-

ment for the radium dial workers' under study at the Center. These two

tissues showed a significant correlation between calcium content and age

in the data of Tipton et al. (Ti68).

nor

Ra Content of Reference Man

The natural . Ra content of the organs and tissues of Reference

Man can be derived from the values of the relative discrimination factor
00 C

p and the ratio of natural Ra to calcium in the bones of Reference
22(5

Man, which is 0.027 pCi per g (ICRP75). The total natural Ra soft-

tissue content is estimated to be

(p Ca ) (0.027 pCi/g Ca) = 1.74 pCi ,
SOX X

where p = 23 and Ca , = 2.8 g .
OOC\

The average Ra specific activity derived from our analysis is somewhat

lower than the values (Table 1) observed by Rajewsky et al. (Ra65)

and Hursh and Lovaas (Hu63). This difference is attributed to higher

calcium contents of the tissues and presumably higher retention of
OOP

Ra in the populations sampled by those investigators compared with
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for calcium content
the populations sampled/by Tipton and Cook (Ti'63), whose results were

used for Reference Man.

In addition to the estimates of alpha-particle. dose in Table 4,

doses to female breast and reproductive organs, to the eye, and to the

g 22R

red marrow of bone from internally deposited Ra and Ra have baen

derived. Estimates have also been made of alpha-particle doses to the

intestinal mucosa from activity in the gastrointestinal tract following

ingestiori of Ra and Ra and their decay products. These addi-

tional dose estimates are discussed below.

Female Breast and Reproductive Organs

Tipton and Cook (Ti63) reported medians and 80% ranges of the

calcium content per g ash of uterus (30 samples) and of ovaries (16

samples) obtained from adult victims of accidental death. Tipton et al.

(Ti58) reported a mean of 32 mg Ca per wet kg of normal human breast

(3 samples), with a range of 15 to 53 mg/kg. Estimates of the total

calcium content of the tissues were derived from the calcium results and

the tissue weights for Reference Adult Female (ICRP75). Estimates of
226Tcn( Ra) were obtained from Eq. 7, with a value of 23 for p. Values

99ft
of Dcn( Ra) and D^f Ra) were obtained from Eq. 8 and 10. The

O\j Ox)

results are set out in Table 5.

Eye

In animals, stable strontium and barium are more concentrated

in the pigmented tissues of the eye than in other soft tissues (So58a).
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Sowden and Pirie (So58a) reported bariuni and strontium concentrations

in the human choroid, iris,: and sclera that were 3-10 times the typical

concentration in other soft tissues analyzed by Sowden (So58b), but

the concentrations in the other parts of the eye were about the same as

226
in other soft tissues. Hunt (Hun67) found high concentrations of Ra,
228 210

Th, and Po in the choroid and iris of cattle. Intravenously-
2?G

injected Ra was found to concentrate in the pigmented tissu3s of the

eyes of the beagle dog (Re60,. Ta72, Fi76)» The specific activities of

four pooled samples of human choroid and iris analyzed by Hunt (Hun67)

averaged 0.025 ± 0.006 pCi Ra per g wet weight. This velue is 250

times the typical natural level (0.1 pCi/kg) of other soft tissues

(Table 1).

Ra and calcium were determined by Holrzman and Sha (Ho77)

in two eyes, one taken from each of two females who died 50 yr after

oral adminstration of Ra in one case and a mixture of Ra and

Ra in the other. The specific activities (pCi Ra/wet g) of the

choroid, iris, and sclera of the one dissected eye were four times the

average for the eye and 44 times the median specific activity of other

soft tissues of the subject. The undissected eye contained 0.85 mg

calcium per g wet weight and the dissected eye contained 2.3 mg calcium

per g wet weight. These calcium values are about 20 and 50 times the

soft-tissue average for Reference Man.

Samples of seven organs of the subject from whom the dissected
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226
eye was taken were analyzed for Ra and calcium by Holtzman

(unpublished data), together with a sample of plasm obtained a few

years before death. The ratio of Ra/Ca in tissue to Ra/Ca in plasma

showed a median of 30 for the seven organs and it was 24 for the eye.

Calcium concen-

trations in the seven organs ranged from 0.7 to 9 times those of Reference

Man. The median factor by which the Ca concentrations exceeded those

226

Of Reference Man wa> 1.8, and perhaps the calcium (and Ra) content

of the eye of the subject was atypically high.

The estimation of doses to the eye from radium is impeded by the

unavailability of values for the Ra or calcium content of the eye of

Reference Man. If we assume that the lower calcium concentration of

0.85 mg per g wet weight, observed in the undissected eye, is typical

of Reference Man, and that the Ra/Ca discrimination factor for the eye

relative to bone is the same as the soft-tissue average of 23 (Eq. 2), the

mean residence time of Ra in the eyes (15 g wet weight) of Reference

Man, obtained from Eq. 7, is 0.041 day. The alpha-particle dose to the
226

whole eye 50 yr after a systemic intake of 1 yCi Ra, obtained from
Eq. 8, is 660 mrad. The alpha-particle dose to the whole eye 50 yr

228
after a systemic intake of 1 uCi Ra, obtained from Eq. 10, is 3800

mrad.
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The dose to the choroid, iris, and sclera would be four times

the whole-eye dose, or 2600 and 15000 rarad per uCi Ra and Ra,

respectively, based on the relative specific activities observed by

Holtzman and Sha in the dissected eye, with the assumption that the

dose rates at 50 yr are proportional to the integrated doses. The

dose estimates for the eye have wide limits of uncertainty and should be

regarded as provisional. The specific activities of the samples of human

choroid and iris analyzed by Hunt (Hun67) are about six times greater

than would be expected from the above analysis.

The specific activity (pCi/wet g) of the dissected eye analyzed

by Holtzman and Sha was about 11 times the median specific activity

observed in seven other organs of the subject. The median of the 26

Ra tissue-doses in Table 4 is 71 mrad, and if the dose rates at 50 yr

were proportional to the integrated doses, the 50-yr whole-eye dose per

yCi would be 71 mrad x 11, or 780 mrad, not too different from the

value of 660 mrad obtained above.

Red Bone Marrow

Fifty-yr doses to the red marrow of bone from the alpha-particle

emitters of the Ra and Ra series decaying in bone were derived

from the ICRP dosimetric model for bone (ICRP79). The model specifier.

values for the absorbed fraction F in Eq« 6 for red marrow of 0, 0.05, and

0.5 when the source tissues are compact bone, trabecular bone volume.
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and trabecular bone surfaces, respectively. The value of M in Eq. 6

is the Reference-Man wet weight of the red marrow of bone, 1.5 kg,

and T is the mean residence time of Q in trabecular bone at t yr following

a systemic intake. Values of the parameters E and T5Q for the radionuclides

of interest are listed in Table 6.

228The alpha-particle energy per disintegration of Th in

224
Table 6 includes 26.52 MeV per disintegration of Fa. Mean

224residence times of Ra are listed separately in Table 6 because some

224
Ra activity was present in oral preparations and luminous compounds

containing
2 2 8Ra.
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Values of T,-n for 226Ra, 2 2 8Th, and 224Ra were derived from

the revised parameters of the alkaline earth model (Sc81). The value of

222
TCn f o r R n w a s derived from the ratio of the 50-yr integrals of the

222 226
retention functions of Norris et al. (No55) for Rn and Ra.

210
•• The value of T5Q for Po was esti-

222
mated from the Morris function for retention of Rn and the value of

T5Q fo r 2 2 2 Rn.

222
It was assumed that Rn {3.82-day half-life) produced on bone

220
surfaces was removed before decay, but that Rn (55-sec half-life),

224 228
the gaseous decay product of Ra in the Ra series, was retained on

bone surfaces, together with its decay products.

Equation 6 was evaluated to obtain estimates of the alpha-particle

228 22G
doses to the red marrow from the 50-yr decay of Ra, Ra, and

224

Ra in trabecular bone following a sy^amic intake of 1 uCi. The

results are set out in Table 7.

Aub et al. (Au52) reported that the shelf-life of luminous com-
228

pounds containing Ra was at least two or three years to permit the

growth of the alpha-emitting decay products before the compound was

applied to watch dials. The shelf-life of oral preparations containing

228
Ra, prescribed for medical reasons or sold as nostrums, may have

224 228
been shorter. If we assume that the activity ratio of Ra to Ra

was 0.5, corresponding to a shelf-life of about 1.7 yr, the alpha-particle
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H
doses to the red marrow following a systemic intake of 1 uCi Ra

would be those entered in the bottom row of Table 7. These values are

considered appropriate for the: dial painters in our study who ingested

228
luminous compound containing Ra.

224The doses to the soft tissues in Tables 4 and 5 irom Ra absorbed with

228
Ra in the activity ratio of 0.5 would average about 9 inrad, Tc-.

ou
224for Ra in soft tissue being 0.84 day (Sc81). This would increase the

22R

Ra doses in Table 4 by only 4.51, and can be ignored.

Ingested Radium

Fifty-yr doses to the mucosal layer of the gastrointestinal tractoof ??R

from the alpha particles of the Ra and Ra series decaying in the gut

contents have been derived from the ICRP dosimetric model for the

gastrointestinal tract (ICRP79).
one

For ingested Ra, it was assumed that the activity ratio of
222 27fi

Rn and its short-lived decay products to Ra was 0.5 in the ingested
material, and that this ratio was maintained in the gastrointestinal tract.

09c
For Ra absorbed from the small intestine, it was assumed the't all the

*

absorbed activity was eventually eliminated via the large intestine. The

fecal to urinary elimination ratio is about 60 for radium, and 951 of

absorbed Ra is excreted in the first 100 days following ingestion.
2?8

For ingested Ra, it was assumed that the activity ratio of

Th and its decay products to Ra was 0.5 in the ingested material.

228
For Ra absorbed from the small intestine, it was assumed the activity
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994 228

ratio of Ra and its decay products was 0.5, that Th was not
228absorbed, that Th and its' decay products produced in the body were

not excreted, and that 70% of the absorbed Tla and its decay products

were eliminated via the large intestine. A value of 0.2 was used for the

fraction of ingested radium that is absorbed from the small intestine.

Estimates of the mucosal doses in the various sections of the gut

from alpha particles emitted in the contents of the gut following ingestion

were obtained fiom Eq. 6 , where the product FM (kg ) is defined

as the specific energy fraction absorbed in the mucosal layer, and T is

the mean residence time of the parent alpha-emitter. Values of E were

based on the energies listed in Table 6, values of FM were those specified

by the ICRP model for the gastrointestinal tract (ICRP 79), and values

of T ,-r, were derived from the rate constants specified in the ICRP model.

The values of the parameters of Eq. 6 for the mucosal dose estimates are

listed in Table 8.

The results of the evaluation of Eq. 6 were multiplied by a factor
22G

of 5 to obtain estimates of mucosal dose per uCi systemic intake of Ra
228and Pa following ingestion. The gut absorption factor of 0.2 implies that

5 \iCi were ingested for each uCi absorbed through the gut. The mucosal

doses are set out in Table 9.

The doses from ingested Ra and Ra are considered to be

appropriate for dial painters. The doses from injected Ra in Table 9

are considered to be appropriate for persons who received intravenous injections of
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Ra. For persons who drank water containing Ra.- the inucosal

226
doses from injected Ra in Table 9 should be multiplied by a factor
of 5. for injected Ra, the assumption that there is no translocation of its
decay products implies that there would be a negligible alpha-particle dose to
the intestinal mucosa from activity in the gut contents.

: Values of T1 and• DS would be virtually the same as the values

of T c n and D c n in Table 9, because > 97% of absorbed Ra would have

been eliminated in the first year, and the smallest rate constant for

clearance from the gastrointestinal tract is that for the lower large

intestine, 100% day" .

Radon in Soft Tissue

In the estimation of the alpha-particle doses to the organs and

?2G
tissues following a systemic intake of Ra (Tables 4,5), it was

222^assumed that TRn produced in soft tissue decayed outside the body.

222_While nearly all Tin that escapes from bone or that is produced in

soft tissue is exhaled, a small fraction decays in soft tissue.

Lucas (Lu72) provided an experimentally-determined exhalation -

222 222
rate function for Rn following equilibration between Rn in the

body and in air., Since this function represents the time derivative

222_of the integrated retention function for a single inhalation of Tin, it

is also the single-inhalation retention function. The function, which

is the sum of five exponential terms, uses rate constants that were

determined by Harley et al. (Ha58) but its compartment sizes differ

from those of Harley et al. The infinite time integral of the Lucas
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function has a value of 0.020 day, which we shall use as the

222—mean residence time TR of inhaled Tin in total soft tissue.

22?
The fractional exhalation rate of Kn following a systemic

226
intake of Ra is XR, where X is the radioactive decay constant of

222_ -1
Tin (0.181 day ) , and R is the difference between the fractional

296 222
whole-body retention functions for " Ra and Rn following a

ooc 000

systemic intake of Ra. If we assume that the Tin in the body is
222in equilibrium with the Rn exhaled, the equivalent mean residence

222—
time, T^' °f **n *n s o f t t i s s u e *n t n e 50-yr period following a

systemic intake of Ra is

T50 = ( T R n ) ( X ) ( / 0 5 ° y r d t R ) = ( 0 - 0 2 0 d aY><0-1 8 1 day"1) (86.5 day)

= 0.31 day (11)

The value of 86.5 days for the 50-yr integral of R was estimated by

226

multiplying the 50-yr integral of whole-body Ra retention, 119 days

(Sc81), by the factor (1 - 0.273). The fraction 0.273 is the ratio of

the 50-yr integral of the retention function of Norris et al. (No55) for

222Rn to that for 226Ra.

By substitution in Eq. 6 of 19.2 MeV (the sum of the energies
222of the alpha particles of Rn and its short-lived daughters) for E,

0.31 day for T , and 61.3 kg (the total soft tissue mass) for M, we

obtain an estimate of 5.0 mrad for the alpha-particle dose to soft
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222_
tissue from the decay of Kn in soft tissue in a 50-yr period

following a systemic intake of 1 yCi Ra. If virtually all 2 2 2Rn in

the soft tissue were in fatty tissues, the dose to fatty tissues from

Tin produced in the body would be at most about three times the

226
average soft-tissue dose, or 15 mrad per uCi systemic intake of Ra.

220
Estimation was made of the decay in soft tissue of Rn escap-

220
ing from bone by assuming that the exhalation of Rn following a

228 ^20
systemic intake of Ra was largely due to escape of " Rn from bone.

A crude estimate of 0.1 day for the equivalent mean residence time

220
T__ of bone-derived Rn in soft tissue was obtained. This would

220
add negligibly to the 7.76-day mean residence time of Rn in soft

tissue implicit in the assumption used in estimating the soft-tissue

228 220
doses from Ra (Tables 4,5), namely that Rn produced in an

organ or tissue decayed there.

220
The exhalation of Rn produced in the body at about 40 yr

228
following a systemic intake of Ra averages 0.1%. At 40 yr , the

224
soft tissue would contain about 0.65% of the whole-body Ra content

228 224
if there were no translocation of Th or Ra. Thus, the exhalation

220of Rn produced in soft tissue would average 15%, and presumably

220
a significant fraction of soft-tissue Rn would decay in the lungs

and in blood. The relative contributions of bone and soft-tissue

224 220
Ra activity to the exhaled Rn fraction is not known, so that the

extent of the possible overestimation of the Ra doses in Tables 4 and 5
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220owing to the exhalation of Rn cannot be determined.

Po in Soft Tissue
i

210The estimation of soft-tissue doses from Po (138-day half-

222life), the alpha-emitting decay product of the long-lived Rp daughter
2 1 0Pb (20 yr half-life), is impeded by the unavailability of a metabolic model for
2l0po produced in vivo following a systemic intake of 2 2 6 R 3 .

210 210
Holtzman et al. (Ho71) provided data on Pb, Po, and

226
Ra specific activities in the soft tissues and bones of a radium dial

painter at 53 years after systemic intake. From these data, we

210
estimated that, at 53 yr, the Po content of the soft tissue was

2102.7% of the Po content of bone. If this percentage were constant

210
over time, the equivalent mean residence time of Po in soft tissue

in a 50-yr period following Ra intake would be about 0.4 day.
and Lucas

Holtzman / (private communication) found that the fractional

210rate of elimination of Po averaged 5 times the fractional rate of

99fi

elimination of Ra at about 40 yr after intake. If we assume a
210

constant ratio betveen the Po content of soft tissue and the rate
210

of release of Po from bone, and that the fractional rates of release of

Po and Ra from bone are in constant proportion, we can write

Po(bone)

where Po and Ra are the rates of release of

210Po and 226Ra from bone.
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-1
At 53 yr, ( R a / R a ) b o n e

 i n t n e alkaline earth model is f0.026 yr so

that k in Eq. 13 is about 0.2 yr . Therefore.

Po(soft) = l y r f | ^ J • (Ra, yr"1) . (13)

\ / bone

The area under the curve generated by Eq. 13 is about 0.8 day,

which we shall use as our estimate of the equivalent mean residence
210time ? „ of Po activity in soft tissue following a systemic intake of

226Ra.

210By substitution in Eq. 6 of the Po alpha-particle energy,

5.3 MeV, for E, 0.8 day for T , and 61.3 kg for M, we obtain an

estimate of 4 mrad for the alpha-particle dose to soft tissue from the

210
50-yr decay of Po in soft tissue following a systemic intake of

ooc 91 fl

1 uCi Ra. Based on the distribution of Po in the dial-painter

tissues analyzed by Holtzman et a l . , and on the distribution of

210 210
natural Po in soft tissue, we estimate that the 50-yr Po dose to

the liver and kidneys would be 16 mrad, the dose to muscle and heart would be

2 mrad, and the doses to all other soft tissues would be close to the

average of 4 mrad per uCi systemic intake of Ra.

DISCUSSION

The average soft-tissue dose of 36 mrad from the decay of Ra

222in soft tissue (Table 4) is increased by 5 mrad from Rn decay and

2104 mrad from Po decay to yield a total alpha particle dose to soft

tissue (exclusive of bone marrow) of 45 mrad in a 50-yr period
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following a systemic intake of 1 uCi Ra. The Ra doses in

Table 4 for the liver and the kidneys should be increased by 21 mrad,

226
the Ra dose to muscle should be increased by 7 mrad, and the

226
Ra doses to all other organs and tissues in Tables 4 and 5 should

be increased by 9 mrad to obtain estimates of total dose to these

tissues.

The median of the total doses of the 31 organs and tissues for

226
which doses have been estimated is about 85 mrad per uCi Ra

intake, which is about 0.7% of the total alpha-particle dose to bone.

228
For an intake of 1 uCi Ra, the median of the 31 organ and tissue

228
doses is 440 mrad, which is about 3% of the Ra alpha-particle dose

to bone.

The systematic geometric standard error of a dose estimate for a

given organ or tissue is 1.7, derived from the nine values of p in

Table 2. The 80% ranges of the calcium contents of the organs and

tissues of Reference Man (IGRP75) imply an average geometric standard

deviation of 1.6 in the calcium content of a given organ. It is expected

that there would be some variability between persons in the radium-

to-calcium discrimination factor for a given organ, and in the fractional

whole-body retention R of radium, upon which the estimation of the

systemic intake is dependent. A combined •"alue of 1.7 for the geo-

metric standard deviations of <j> and R is tentatively estimated. The

propagation of the three geometric errors (1.7, 1.6, and 1.7} yields
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226
an overall geometric standard error of 2.4 in an estimate of Ra dose

for a given organ or tissue. Thus, we tentatively conclude that there

is a 95% probability that Ra doses based on the estimates in Tables

+2
4 and 5 will lie within a factor of 5.8 (i.e. 2.4 ) of the true doses to

the organs and tissues of an individual.

All Ra dose estimates should be considered to be maximal

estimates of the means, since they may be too high by systematic errors

the magnitudes of which are dependent upon the extent of translocation

228
of Ra decay products.

Except for the doses to the parts of the eye and to the intestinal

mucosa, the estimates presented in this work are of alpha-particle dose

to the whole organ or tissue. While the estimation of the organ doses

has been relatively straightforward, determination of doses to the cells

at risk in an organ would require an investigation of the microscopic

distribution of the dose within the organ.

If a quality factor of 20 (ICRP 77) were used to convert whole-

organ alpha-particle doses to absorbed-dose equivalents, the medians of

the 31 organ-dose equivalents would be 1.7 and 8.8 rem per yCi systemic
one OOQ

intake of Ra and Ra, respectively. These values suggest that

subjects with but moderate intakes of radium might have accumulated

soft-tissue doses that impart a significant risk for deleterious effects.

228
The Ra doses are provisional in that there is uncertainty intro-

duced by the possible translocation of ' Ra decay products. If the
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Ra doses are in correct proportion to the Ra doses, the subjects

228

who acquired systemic intakes predominantly of Ra may be at con-

siderably greater risk for soft-tissue effects per uCi intake than those
2?6

who acquired systemic intakes predominantly of Ra.

For subjects with low occupational intakes of radium acquired over

lengthy periods of employment, the more significant soft-tissue doses

would have resulted from exposure to external radiation and from inha-

lation of Kn and its short-lived decay products. The soft-tissue

dosimetry of the occupational radiation environment and that of the
?2G

internally-emitted gamma rays and beta particles of the Ra and
228

Ra decay series are to be treated in separate reports.
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Table
nor

1. Natural * Ra in human organs and tissues.

Organ or Tissue

Adipose

Heart

Intestine

Kidney

Liver

Muscle

Pancreas

Skin

Spleen

Testes

Foetal soft tissue

Bone

adult

foetal

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

6b

Specific Activity
(pCi 225Ra per kg wet wt.)

Pooled
(Hu63)

085

23

19

05

12

12

± 0.

± 0.

± 0.

± 0.

± 0.

± 0.

021

02

03

01

02a

06

Separate
(Hu63)

0.07 ± 0.02

0.12 ± 0.03

0.18 ± 0.10

0.05 ± 0.02

0.10 ± 0.04

5 b

Pooled
(Ra65)

0.10

0.10

0.16

0.05

0.07

0.10

0.09

0.11

7C

226

(pCi/g)
(Ra65)

0

0

1,

0,

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

.83

.50

.6

.48

.38

.98

,46

,70

035

04

Ash weight of pooled skin sample was 0.2% wet weight, suggestive that the
sample included subcutaneous tissue.

Derived from Ra activity per g ash; assumes ash weight was 54% of wet
weight of bone.

Derived from Ra activity per g Ca; assumes Ca was 20% of wet weight
of bone.



Table 2. Relative discrimination factors (p) for nine human organs and tissues.

Organ

Intestine

Kidneys

Liver

Muscle

Pancreas

Spleen

Testes

Foetal soft

Calcium
Content,

Ca
(mg)

99

29

90

870

9.1

12

3.3

tissue

Wet
Weight,

W
(kg)

1.0

0.31

1.8

28

0.10

0.18

0.035

<Ra/Ca> organ,
( R a / C*>bcne

P

24

14

46

14

11

28

13

18

Weighted Mean ± S.E.:

Overall Standard Error:

Adipose Tissue

Ca = 310 mg^
W = 14 k g a '

P

40 ± 3

—

46 ± 7

33 ± 7

—

—

39 ± 20

—

40 ± 2.5

± 10

Heart

Ca = 12 mga

W = 0.33 kg a

P

—

21 ± 5

25 ± 14

1 7 + 7

—

36 + 14

—

—

21 ± 3.8

+ 7

Ca contents and wet weights are those of Reference Man (ICRP75).

Includes 12.5 kg subcutaneous and other separable adipose, and 1.5 kg yellow marrow. ,



Table 3. Mean residence times of Ra and Th in human soft tissue
following systemic intakes of 2 2 6Ra and 2 2 8Ra (Sc81).

Mean Residence Time.T

Years since 226Ra 2 2 8Th
Intake (t) {day ) (day )

1 6.30 1.47

50 9.00 7.76

9.06 7.76



Table 4. Alpha-particle doses from the 50-yr decay of Ra and Ra in
human organs and tissues following systemic intakes of 1 yCi of
each isotope.

Organ or Tissue

Ca
Content
(mg)

Mean
Wet Residence

Weight Time
(kg) (day)

Alpha-Particle Dose
226Ra
(mrad)

228Ra
(mrad)

Adipose
Adrenals
Aorta
Brain
Esophagus
Heart
Intestine

duodenum
jejunum
ileum
ULI
LLI
rectum

Kidneys
Larynx
Liver
Lungs
Muscle
Pancreas
Prostate
Skin
Spleen
Stomach
Testes
Thyroid
Trachea
Urinary bladder
Other soft tissues

Total
soft tissue

310
0.57

38+

120
3.8

12

4.0
19
29
28
13
2.3

20 f

62
90
87

870
9.1
3.5

390
12
10
3.3
7.0
5.5
4.5

647

2800

14
0.014
0.10
1.4
0.040
0.33

0.060
0.28
0.30
0.21
0.14
0.020

0.31
0.028
1.8
1.0

28
0.10
0.016
2.6
0.18
0.15
0.035
0.016
0.010
0.045

10.1

61.3

1.7
0.0018
0.12
0.38
0.012
0.036

0.014
0.065
0.099
0.095
0.044
0.0078

0.040
0.20
0.58
0.28
1.7
0.015
0.011
1.2
0.047
0.032
0.006
0.022
0.018
0.014
2.32

9.06

30
32

300
67
74
26

54
55
79

110
76
94

31
1700

78
68
15
34

170
120
63
52
42

340
430

78
56

36

170
180

1700
390
430
150

310
320
450
630
440
540

180
10000

450
390
85

200
990
680
370
300
240

2000
2500
450
320

210

Ca content was calculated for age 20 yr from the regression equations
of Tipton et al. (Ti68):

Aorta : log(mg Ca/wet kg) = 2.337 + 0.012 (Age)
Kidney: log(mg Ca/wet kg) = 1.717 + 0.005 (Age)
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Table 5. Alpha-particle doses from the 50-yr decay of Ra and Ra
in human female organs following systemic intakes of 1 yCi of
each isotope.

Organ or
Tissue

Breasts

Ovaries

Uterus

Ca
Content

(mg)

12

1.1

7.4

Wet
Weight

(kg)

0.36

0.011

0.080

226Mean Ra
Residence Time

(day)

0.039

0.0035

0.024

Alpha-Particle Dose

226Ra
(mrad)

26

78

73

228Ra
(mrad)

150

450

420



Table 6. Alpha-energies and mean residence times for Ra, Ra, and
22%a in trabecular bone.

Radionuclide

Alpha-Energy,
E

(MeV)

Mean Residence Time, T

in Trabecular Bone
Bone Volume

(day )
Bone Surfaces

(day )

226.
Ra 4.77 26.2 0.60

22 Kn and short-lived
decay products

210Po

228Ra

2 2 8Th and
decay products

224Ra and
decay products

19.2

5.30

0

31.92

26.52

7.8

4.0

13.3

0.06

0

% 0

—

0.59

0.26



Table 7. Alpha-particle doses to the red marrow of bone from the 50-yr
decay of 226Ra, 228Ra# and 224Ra in bone following systemic
intakes of 1 pCi of each isotope.

Isotope

226Ra

228Ra

2 2 4 Ra

2 2 8 Ra +

in

0.5 224Ra

Red-Marrow Dose from Isotope:
Bone Volume

(mrad)

500

720

2.7

720

on Bone Surfaces
(mrad)

49

320

120

380

Total
(mrad)

550

1000

120

1100



Table 8. Alpha-energies, specific absorbed fractions, and mean residence
times for 226Ra a n c j 228Ra in the gastrointestinal tract.

Section

Stomach

Small :

intestine

Upper large
intestine

Mass of
Contents

Mc

(kg)

0.250

0.400

0.220

Specific
Absorbed
Fraction,a

FM"1

(kg-1)

0.0200

0.0125

0.0227

Alpha-Energy, E

226Ra

(MeV)

14.4b

14.4

14.4

228Ra

(MeV)

16.0C

13.3d

2.7©

13.3

Mean
Residence

Time,
T 50
(day)

0.042

0.133
0.166

0.444

Lower large
intestine 0.135 0.0370

4.77f

4.779

14.4
4.77*
4.779

2.7

13.3

13.3
2.7

13.3

0.555f

0.067h

0.8)
1.00f

0.20g

0.10h

a FM"1 = 0.005 M " 1

c

Assumes tin and short-lived daughter activity was 50% of
activity in ingested material. Mean residence times for this energy
reflect 20% absorption.

Assumes Th and daughter activity was 50% of Ra activity in
ingested material.

Ra and daughters. Mean residence times for this energy reflect
20% absorption. The relatively small growth of 224Ra activity from
the 25% excess of 228-rh activity over 224Ra activity after absorption
of 224Ra has been ignored.

228,
Th (no absorption).

226
Values for
injection.

Ra resorbed into large intestine following intravenous

Values for Ra resorbed into large intestine following ingestion and
20% absorption.

Values for Tla resorbed into large intestine following ingestion and
20% absorption. Mean residence time includes effect of radioactive
decay of 224Ra (3.6-day half-life).



Table 9. Alpha-particle doses to the mucosal layer of the gastrointestinal
tract from activity in the gut contents per yCi systemic intake
of 226Ra and 228Ra#

Section

Stomach

Small intestine

Upper large intestine

Lower large intestine

Injected

(mrad)

0

0

3.1

9.0

Mucosal Dose
Ingested
226Ra

(mrad)+

3.1

6.1

40

120

Ingested
228Ra

(mrad)1

3.4

7.1

48

140

Assumes that 5 uCi were ingested per yCi systemic intake (i.e. per uCi
absorbed) and that decay product activity in the ingested material was
50% of the activity of the parent radium isotope.


